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Abstract: In accordance with current sustainable development objectives, it is intended to implement
innovative and sustainable solutions at economic, environmental, and functional levels, boosting
the construction sector to increasingly contribute to society. Expanded cork is an alternative to sand
aggregate in improving the thermal insulating properties of renders. In addition, other materials
can be incorporated as aggregates in an attempt to contribute to both the improvement of the
physical characteristics that the render must fulfil as well as the improvement of thermal behaviour
(if possible). In this sense, bio-based materials generated by the aquaculture sector, such as oyster
shells, can contribute as a bio-based insulation material for thermal renders. In this study, thermal
natural hydraulic lime mortars were produced from a mixture of expanded cork (EC) insulating
aggregate and oyster shells (OSs). The percentages of replacing EC by OSs were 20, 30, 40, and
50%. The tests were carried out in fresh and hardened states. The studied mortars presented a
thermal conductivity and compressive strength of 0.151 W/(m·K) and 0.63 MPa, respectively. The
most interesting performance between thermal conductivity and compressive strength was for the
composite with 50% of each bio-based material. The potential of incorporating oyster shells as a
bio-based insulation material could contribute to a sustainable blue circular economy.

Keywords: oyster shell; expanded cork; thermal render; sustainability

1. Introduction

The transition towards sustainability is a pressing need, especially in light of the
sharp increase in the global emissions of polluting gases. It is important to note that the
construction sector plays a significant role in this scenario and is currently responsible for
36% of energy consumption and 37% of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [1]. On the other
hand, the construction sector offers viability for the implementation of new strategies aimed
at decarbonization and climate change mitigation. It is crucial to adopt energy-focused
building improvement strategies aimed at reducing the use of fossil fuels and increasing
energy efficiency [1,2]. As part of its Plan to Achieve the 2030 Climate Target, the European
Commission has proposed a reduction of at least 55% in greenhouse gas emissions in the
construction sector in the European Union by 2030, compared to 1990 levels [3]. Greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions associated with construction are intrinsically linked to all stages of
the life cycle of materials, from extraction or harvesting, to manufacturing, transport,
construction, use, and eventual demolition. On a global scale, cement stands out as one of
the main emitters of carbon dioxide (CO2) related to construction materials [2,4,5].
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One of the crucial aspects is to create more sustainable strategies in the process of
insulating buildings. Thermal insulation plays a significant role in retaining energy and
reducing the need for heating and cooling, thus contributing to the reduction of global
energy demand and benefiting the planet and social well-being [6,7]. Thermal insulation
attracts attention not only because of its function, but also because of the production
process [8]. Currently, the materials used on a global scale include EPS, XPS, PUR, stone
wool, and glass wool. However, more sustainable solutions based on organic compounds
such as cellulose and cork have aroused growing interest in the scientific community [8–10].
The use of natural products not only reduces environmental impact, but also helps to
reduce the extraction of raw materials and the amount of waste accumulated in landfill
sites [11].

Another natural material that has been explored for thermal and acoustic insulation
purposes is bivalve shells. Although no experimental studies of lime mortars, insulating
aggregates, and oyster shells have been found [12], it is important to produce and evaluate
thermal renders with expanded cork and bivalve shell as aggregates. There is already a
study using calcined oyster shell powder to produce vitrocrystalline foams [13]. Martínez-
García et al. [14] made a wall prototype and concluded that a section of confined mussel
shell displays a behaviour similar to that of commercialised insulation material. Bivalve
shells from aquaculture generate a large amount of waste and their natural degradation
process is slow, causing environmental and social problems [15]. Due to growing global
production in the aquaculture sector, the efficiency and optimization of natural marine
resources is essential to help reduce environmental risks and ecological scarcity [16,17].

The use of shells in construction has roots that go back many generations in several
nations, due to their limestone-based properties, which give structures greater strength and
durability [18]. The availability of shells for construction came from coastal regions and
they were often used as a local material and integrated into vernacular architecture [19,20].
The type of lime varied according to the availability of materials in each region, with
oyster shells being used in seaside locations and calcium and magnesium rocks such as
chalk, dolomite, and limestone being used elsewhere [21]. Some techniques have been
developed over the decades to improve the use of shells in construction, such as Chunam,
an Indian technique [22] and Tabby, a technique that possibly originated in Spain [23]. Both
techniques were found in buildings from the 16th century onwards [22–24]. Constructions
using these techniques and techniques adapted to the given regions have been identified in
Africa, Asia, Europe, South America, and North America [19,22–26].

In 2020, the European Commission, as part of the European Green Deal, launched an
ambitious strategy to accelerate and promote the transformation of existing buildings into
more ecologically sustainable structures. This strategy focuses on buildings, incorporating
concepts such as energy efficiency, life cycle, and circularity, with an emphasis on reducing
the ecological footprint of buildings through the sustainable use of resources. The aim
is to transform the construction sector into a more sustainable industry, promoting the
adoption of green infrastructure, the use of organic building materials, and the integration
of nature-based solutions [3]. Furthermore, as part of the revision of the recovery targets
for construction and demolition waste, the European Commission paid special attention
to insulation materials, which are generating a growing waste stream [27]. The national
strategies presented by Portugal, such as PO Mar 2030 and PO Algarve 2030, recognize
the weight of the marine sector in the science and technology infrastructure network and
propose an approach focused on the conservation and sustainable management of marine
biodiversity, as well as initiatives to encourage the collection of marine waste to promote
the circular economy of the sea [28,29].

As mentioned before, the construction industry has the opportunity to reuse a bio-
based material derived from the aquaculture industry to make buildings more environmen-
tally friendly. With this in mind, this work aims to analyse the potential for using oyster
shells as a bio-based insulation material in thermal renders. An experimental study of
mortars with percentages of EC aggregate replaced by OSs (20, 30, 40, and 50%), was carried
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out. The tests were carried out in the fresh state and in the hardened state at 28 and 240 days
in the construction laboratory of the Instituto Superior Técnico of the University of Lisbon.
The potential of incorporating oyster shell and expanded cork insulation aggregates into
hydraulic lime-based thermal mortars is discussed, considering the experimental results.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the mortars were produced with natural hydraulic lime -NHL 3.5. The
technical specifications of this binder are in accordance with EN 459-1 [30], as indicated by
the manufacturer. Table 1 demonstrated the chemical composition of natural hydraulic lime.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of natural hydraulic lime (% by weight).

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO Na2O Fe2O3 SO3 K2O P2O5 TiO2

68.72% 5.39% 1.85% 1.63% 1.5% 1.23% 1.21% 0.76% 0.37% 0.15%

The bio-based insulating aggregate was expanded cork. Therefore, the expanded cork
was replaced in different percentages by oyster shell aggregate. The EC was obtained
by donation from a cork producing company in Portugal, and its particle size measured
0.5–2 mm. The OSs were obtained by donation from an oyster farmer associated with a
cooperative in the Algarve, Portugal. The shells arrived at the laboratory and were cleaned
with water, dried at 100 ◦C for 24 h, and crushed in a cutting mill resulting in a particle
size of 0–4 mm, according to Figure 1 [31]. The densities of the natural hydraulic lime,
expanded cork, and oyster shells were 758, 52, and 924 kg/m3, respectively. All densities
were found according to EN 1097-3 [32].
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution.

Regarding the production of the mortars, first, natural hydraulic lime and water were
mixed. After that, expanded cork and oyster shells were added at the same time. The mixer
was used at low and high speeds, and with a pause after all materials were added to the
mixture. Mixing the mortars took a total of 3 min and 30 s [33]. The bio-based materials
and mortar mix can be seen in Figure 2.
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The amount of the aggregate was based on a control mortar (1:3, by volume) produced
with calibrated sand. The sand was replaced by EC and OSs in volume, and after that the
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masses (in kg) of each material were found to produce the mortars. Table 2 presents the four
different types of mortar produced, the aggregate replacement percentages and the ratio of
materials for each mortar. The amount of water was similar among all mortars produced.

Table 2. Composition of the produced mortars.

Mortar NHL
(Binder)

Expanded Cork
(Aggregate)

Oyster Shell
(Aggregate)

Binder/Aggregate
Ratio

Water/Binder
Ratio

Water/Dry
Materials Ratio

EC80/OS20 100% 80% 20% 1.08 1.40 0.73
EC70/OS30 100% 70% 30% 0.78 1.40 0.61
EC60/OS40 100% 60% 40% 0.61 1.36 0.51
EC50/OS50 100% 50% 50% 0.50 1.37 0.46

After the production of the mortars, tests were conducted in their fresh state. This
involved moulding three prismatic specimens measuring 40 × 40 × 160 mm and one
circular specimen measuring 40 × 100 mm for each series. This was done to facilitate the
collection of results in the hardened state at both 28 and 240 days of age.

2.1. Tests in the Fresh State
2.1.1. Slump Flow

The slump flow of the mortars was measured in accordance with the recommendations
of standard EN 1015-3 [34]. The result of the slump flow diameter was established according
to the classification of the EN 998-1 standard [35]. Considering the aggregates used in this
study, the slump flow diameter was set at 160 ± 10 mm, as most mortars are classified with
densities between 600 to 1200 kg/m3.

2.1.2. Density

The EN 1015-6 standard [36] determines the volumetric mass test in the fresh state.
A cylindrical container of known volume was filled with mortar and compacted in two
stages. After levelling the material, the set (container + mortar) was weighed. The density
was determined by the mass of the set, minus the mass of the cylindrical container, divided
by the volume of the cylindrical container.

2.2. Tests in the Hardened State
2.2.1. Thermal Conductivity

ISOMET 2114 equipment [37] was used to measure the thermal conductivity, according
to ASTM D5930-9 [38]. A surface probe was placed on the specimens and the thermal
behaviour of the material to the probe’s thermal impulses was obtained. The most appropri-
ate equipment thermal conductivity coefficient range of the types of mortars produced was
0.04 to 0.3 W/(m·K) by transient mode. The results were obtained from three measurements
carried out on the same 40 × 100 mm cylindrical specimen at 28 and 240 days due to the test
being non-destructive. The test site had a temperature of 20 ◦C and 50% relative humidity.

2.2.2. Apparent Density

The apparent density was determined according to EN 1015-10 [39]. The volume of
the specimens was obtained through three dimensions of each prism (length, width and
thickness). Each side was measured three times. The weight of each of the three prismatic
specimens was then divided by its volume. The specimens were reused for the dynamic
modulus of elasticity, ultrasound, and flexural and compression strength tests, respectively,
at 28 days due to the apparent density test being non-destructive. At 240 days, half of the
sample resulting from the flexural strength test was used to obtain the results.

2.2.3. Open Porosity

Open porosity was found based on the NP EN 1936 standard [40]. After the compres-
sive strength test, the intact parts of the specimens were removed for this test (at 28 and
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240 days). The specimens were placed in an oven at a temperature of around 70 ◦C until
they had a constant mass (dry mass, Ms). After determining the dry mass, the specimens
were placed in a vacuum container up to a pressure of 2.0 ± 0.7 kPa (15 ± 5 mm of Hg) to
eliminate the air contained in the pores. After 24 h, water was added until the specimens
were submerged. The pressure was maintained for another 24 h. The immersed specimens
were subjected to hydrostatic weighing (mass of the specimen immersed in water, Mh).
Finally, the specimens were removed from the water, the excess water was eliminated,
and the specimens were weighed again (saturated mass, Msat). Equation (1) was used to
determine the open porosity.

Pab =
Msat − Ms

Msat − Mh
× 100 (1)

2.2.4. Water Absorption

The water absorption test is described by European Standard EN 1015-18 [41]. This
test procedure consists of evaluating the increase in mass of the specimens with the base
immersed in 1 cm of water. Three halves of the intact prismatic specimens of each sample
resulting from the flexural strength test (28 days) were used. Half of the sample resulting
from the flexural strength test was used to obtain the results at 240 days. The samples were
dried at a temperature of 70 ± 5 ◦C until constant mass before starting the test. The samples
were placed vertically in a container that was kept covered to prevent water evaporation
during the test period. Samples were weighed at 10, 30, 60, 90, 180, 300, 480, 1440, 2880,
and 5760 min. The speed of water absorption in the initial moments is characterised by the
water absorption coefficient by capillarity, expressed in kg/(m2.min1/2). The time used to
determine the coefficient was between 10 and 90 min. The value of the water absorption
coefficient was determined by averaging the individual test results. The remaining time
used in the test was used to construct capillary absorption curves.

2.2.5. Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity

Three prismatic specimens with previously determined mass and dimensions were
used for the dynamic modulus of elasticity test. The specimens were placed under wooden
supports that served as support. The transducer of the GrindoSonic MK5 equipment
(J.W.Lemmens N.V., Leuven, Belgium) was properly coupled to the surface of the specimen,
and with other equipment, taps were made on the surface of the specimens. The value
of the fundamental resonance frequency indicated by the GrindoSonic MK5 equipment,
in accordance with ASTM E1876-1 [42], was noted. Finally, the modulus of elasticity was
calculated from these values using the GrindoSonic software (Winemod Version 2.05). The
elastic modulus test was carried out only after 28 days, with the aim of correlating the
results with those of traction by flexion, compression, and ultrasound.

2.2.6. Flexural and Compressive Strength

EN 1015-11 [43] determines the test of mechanical strengths to flexural and compres-
sion. First, the flexural test was carried out on three prismatic samples of each mortar
after 28 days. One of the halves resulting from this test was also used to carry out the
compressive strength test at 28 days. The other half was used in the apparent volumetric
mass, open porosity, water absorption, ultrasound, and compression tests at 240 days.

In the flexural test, the specimens were subjected to flexural stress. In the case of
compression, the force was applied perpendicular to the surface of the specimen. The test
ended when the specimens reached rupture.

2.2.7. Ultra-Sounds

The EN 12504-4 [44] regulates the test for determining ultra-sound pulse velocity (US).
The test was carried out on three 4 × 4 × 16 cm specimens at 28 days and with half of each
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of these specimens at 240 days. The equipment used was from the Pundit brand and with
54 Hz flat transducers. The tests were performed using the direct method of the standard.

2.3. Visual Characterization
2.3.1. Stereomicroscopy

Observations were made on the cut surfaces of the 240 days mortars using macro
photography and a stereomicroscope. Based on these observations, a comprehensive assess-
ment of the porosity and other macro and microstructural aspects that may influence the
properties recorded in the physical-mechanical tests could be performed. The equipment
used was a NIKON SMZZ645 stereomicroscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY,
USA) coupled with a MOTICAM 10 MP digital camera.

2.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to assess the morphology and
microstructure of the mortar in-depth, providing a comprehensive analysis that com-
plemented other techniques. The samples underwent gold sputter coating before being
analysed. The images were captured using a FEG-SEM microscope (model JEOL JSM-7001F,
Jeol, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an Oxford EDS detector (Oxford Microbeam, Oxford,
UK) operating at accelerated voltages of 10 kV and 25 kV.

2.3.3. X-ray Microtomography

The data acquisition was performed using the Brucker SKYSCAN1172 scanner (Bil-
lerica, MA, USA). This non-destructive technique allows for visualising the internal mi-
crostructure of materials. A VDS 1.3 Mp camera was used with a voltage (kV) of 97 and
a current intensity (µA) of 102. The resolution used was set at 8.14 µm, with an expo-
sure of 350 ms and a 180◦ rotation at a step of 0.35◦. After the acquisition of the images
(radiographs), they were processed using the NRecon reconstruction software (version
1.6.10.4) and converted into slices of the samples under study. The CTvox visualisation
program (version 3.1) allows for the simultaneous viewing and manipulation of the entire
set of slices, enabling the capture of external and internal images of the object. Using the
Ctan analysis software (version 1.15), the images were segmented/binarised to distinguish
and characterize all identifiable features. The 2D/3D calculation routine is also provided
by Brucker.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Fresh State

The results of slump flow and density are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Slump flow results.

Mortar Slump Flow (mm) Density (kg/m3)

EC80/OS20 162 923
EC70/OS30 157 979
EC60/OS40 155 1096
EC50/OS50 159 1267

Regarding the workability of the mixtures, the water demands of the produced thermal
mortars did not vary greatly, which also resulted in little difference in the consistency results
obtained. The slump flow diameter was set at 160 ± 10 mm according to EN 998-1 [35].

The density of the aggregates can account for the density observed in the mortars. It is
evident that as the substitution of EC by OSs increased, the density of the mortars also rose.
Notably, the mortar composed of 50% EC and 50% OSs exhibited a density 37% higher than
the one with 80% EC and 20% OSs.

Gomes et al. [45] studied some industrial thermal renders, and one of them was made
of natural hydraulic lime and cork, which had a water/dry constituents ratio of 0.55. The
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consistency and density values in the fresh state were 151 mm and 896 kg/m3, respectively,
similar to what would correspond to a control mortar in this case.

3.2. Hardened State
3.2.1. Thermal Conductivity

Table 4 presents the thermal conductivity results of the mortars.

Table 4. Thermal conductivity results.

Mortar
28 Days 240 Days

A 1 (W/(m·K)) CV 2 A (W/(m·K)) CV

EC80/OS20 0.08 0.28 0.08 0.36

EC70/OS30 0.08 0.39 0.08 0.42
EC60/OS40 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.18
EC50/OS50 0.15 0.19 0.16 0.23

1 Average; 2 Coefficient of variation.

According to the results of the thermal conductivity test, the equipment recorded the
following coefficients: 0.07 and 0.08 W/(m·K) for mortars EC80/OS20 and EC70/OS30,
respectively, and 0.12 and 0.15 W/(m·K) for mortars EC60/OS40 and EC50/OS50, respec-
tively. The thermal behaviour of these mortars remained consistent at both 28 and 240
days, with small variations in the coefficient of variation. It is important to note that these
classifications adhere to the EN 998-1 standard [35], which establishes specific requirements
for T1 (≤0.1 W/(m·K)) and T2 (≤0.2 W/(m·K)) thermal conductivity values. As a result,
mortars consisting of 80% EC and 20% OS, as well as mortars with a composition of 70%
EC and 30% OS, can be classified under T1. Mortars comprising 60% EC and 40% OSs, and
those with a 50% EC and 50% OSs composition, fall into the T2 category.

In Borges et al. [46] study, cement mortars produced with 100% expanded cork as aggre-
gate were also classified as T1. The thermal conductivity result presented was 0.08 W/(m·K)
at 28 days.

3.2.2. Apparent Density and Open Porosity

Figure 3 displays the findings related to apparent density and standard deviation in
error bars.

In terms of density, it was observed that the EC80/OS20 and EC70/OS30 mortars
exhibited the most similar results, both at 28 days and 240 days. Notably, the density of
the EC50/OS50 mortar, at 983 kg/m3, was 62% higher than that of the EC80/OS20 mortar
after 28 days, and this difference remained consistent at around 60% even at 240 days.
EN 998-1 [35] classifies these renders as lightweight renders (dry apparent density ≤ 1300
kg/m3). In the industrial thermal render of natural hydraulic lime and cork, the hardened
bulk density result found was 642 kg/m3, according to Gomes et al. [45].

The EC60/OS40 and EC50/OS50 mortars had porosities of 46% and 43.6% at 28 days
and 44.3% and 41.1% at 240 days, respectively, It is worth noting that these were the mortars
that exhibited the most significant variation in results between the two age tests. In contrast,
the variation in porosity for the EC80/OS20 and EC70/OS30 mortars did not exceed 1%
across the different ages studied, with porosity values of 48% and 47.5% at 28 days, and
47.3% and 46.4% at 240 days, respectively. The EC50/OS50 mortar demonstrated the lowest
open porosity at both 28 and 240 days compared to the other mortars.

Gomes et al. [45] found a result of 47.3% open porosity for an industrial thermal
render of natural hydraulic lime and cork. The authors state that the open porosity of the
renders shows that cork incorporation rates greater than 70% result in open porosity values
between 38% and 47% in cement mortars.

It is anticipated that with a decrease in apparent density (both in the fresh and hardened
states) and an increase in open porosity, mortars containing a higher percentage of expanded
cork in their composition would exhibit a reduction in the thermal conductivity coefficient.
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3.2.3. Water Absorption

The water absorption coefficients at 28 and 240 days exhibited minimal variations
across the various mortar types. At 28 days, the recorded values were 1.93, 1.98, 2.02, and
2.05 kg/(m2min1/2). The EC80/OS20 mortar, though with a relatively small variation,
displayed the most significant change, as it decreased to 1.79 kg/(m2min1/2) at 240 days.
Conversely, the other mortars maintained consistent results. It is worth noting that the mor-
tar with the lowest porosity did not necessarily have the lowest water absorption coefficient.
However, none of the mortars met the parameters established by EN 998-1 standard [35]
(W0—not specified; W1—C ≤ 0.4 kg/(m2min1/2); W2—C ≤ 0.2 kg/(m2min1/2).

The total volume of water absorbed during the 5760 min testing period was calculated
based on the capillary curves depicted in Figure 4a (28 days) and Figure 4b (240 days).
These capillary absorption curves clearly illustrate the similarities among the mortars,
with somewhat more noticeable differences in the 240-day test due to increased overlap
in the curves. In contrast, the EC80/OS20 mortar showed a minor reduction in capillary
absorption values at this stage. Towards the final segments of both tests, there’s a tendency
for capillary absorption values to stabilize, which is attributed to the saturation of the
specimens. This observation leads to the conclusion that the capillary absorption coefficient
is predominantly influenced by water absorption during the initial stages of the test for
mortars containing expanded cork and oyster shells in their composition.
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3.2.4. Mechanical Properties

The results of dynamic modulus of elasticity, flexural and compressive strength, and
ultra-sound pulse velocity tests are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Mechanical properties.

Mortar Emod
1 (MPa)

28 Days
Sf

2 (MPa)
28 Days

Sc
3 (MPa)

28 Days
Sc (MPa)
240 Days

US 4 (m/s)
28 Days

US (m/s)
240 Days

A 5(MPa) CV 6 A (MPa) CV A (MPa) CV A (MPa) CV A (m/s) CV A (m/s) CV

EC80/OS20 273 4.6 0.16 3.9 0.30 1.2 0.30 7 1147 4 1414 8
EC70/OS30 321 4.1 0.16 2.5 0.30 8.7 0.30 1.4 1031 7 1159 3
EC60/OS40 530 8.1 0.21 4.6 0.40 6.9 0.40 2.6 921 5 964 3
EC50/OS50 936 4 0.36 5.6 0.60 4 0.60 4.7 860 5 860 3

1 Dynamic modulus of elasticity; 2 flexural strength; 3 compressive strength; 4 ultra-sound pulse velocity; 5 average;
6 coefficient of variation.

With the incorporation of higher proportions of oyster shells, a noticeable increase in
the mechanical strength of the mortars is evident. However, this enhancement comes at the
expense of greater thermal conductivity. Nonetheless, even with the achievement of higher
thermal performance, the results exhibit a remarkable consistency across mortars with
different combinations of expanded cork and oyster shells, effectively meeting the standard
classifications. However, not all mortars (EC80/OS20 and EC70/OS30) meet the normative
compressive strength classifications. EC60/OS40 and EC50/OS50 were the mortars that fit
the CS I classification: 04 to 2.5 MPa according to EN 998-1 [35].

The tendency between flexural strength and compressive strength finds strong support
in the correlation of these properties with the dynamic modulus of elasticity (depicted in
Figure 5a) and ultrasound pulse velocity (as shown in Figure 5b).
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3.2.5. Visual Analysis in the Fresh State

The process of mixing the mortars was completed within a total duration of three
and a half minutes. Immediately following this phase, the slump flow of the produced
mortars was assessed. An interesting observation was made during this test in relation
to workability: the EC80/OS20 and EC70/OS30 mortars exhibited a tendency towards
the less uniform mixing of the constituent materials, in contrast to the EC60/OS40 and
EC50/OS50 mortars.

In Figure 6a,b, a larger concentration of water was evident at the periphery of the cone
(black arrow), while in Figure 6c,d, the dry materials displayed a stronger interaction with
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the utilised water content. Mortars with higher expanded cork percentages appeared to
accumulate dry materials at the centre of the cone.
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Figure 6. Workability: (a) EC80/OS20 (before the strokes); (b) EC70/OS30 (after the strokes);
(c) EC60/OS40 (before the strokes); (d) EC50/OS50 (after the strokes).

The similarity in behaviour observed between the EC80/OS20 and EC70/OS30 mor-
tars, as well as between the EC60/OS40 and EC50/OS50 mortars, was not limited to the
slump flow test alone. This common trend in behaviour could also be identified in the
results of several other tests.

3.2.6. Visual Analysis in the Hardened State

In general, the adhesion of particles to the binder was very good. However, in
expanded cork aggregates, some cracks parallel to the particle contours were common,
possibly due to shrinkage and the workability changes seen in Section 3.2.5. All samples
contained open macropores, whether they were more irregular between particles or more
spherical. The observations in the SEM confirmed the observations in the stereomicroscope.

Figure 7a reveals that the expanded cork particles exhibit some areas of disconnection
from the hydraulic lime paste, resulting in inadequate adhesion between the aggregates
and the paste in the EC80/OS20. Similar issues with bonding between aggregates and
mortar paste were observed in the EC70/OS30 mortar, as depicted in Figure 7b.
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The EC60/OS40 and EC50/OS50 mortars exhibited a higher concentration of shells
within the blend. Nevertheless, some areas of disconnection between the expanded cork
particles and the paste persisted, as indicated in Figure 8a,b.
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Failures in establishing a strong connection between the paste and the expanded cork
and oyster shell aggregates were also evident in the EC60/OS40 mortar. This time, the
weak binding was demonstrated through the SEM images, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. SEM: Expanded cork–binder interface—EC60/OS40_170x (left) and EC60/OS40_1000x
(right).

In Figure 10a–f, some illustrative examples of tomographic reconstructions of EC20/OS80
mortar (c, d, and f) and EC50/OS50 mortar (a, b, e) are presented. The most compact parts of
the mortar, made up of shell fragments, appear with a lighter colour in the tomographic
images. The volumetric differences between the expanded cork aggregate and oyster shells
are clearly noticeable. The 3D models in Figure 10a,c provide an overview of the mortars,
and the models in Figure 10b,d show the components that are more X-ray opaque (oyster
shell—brighter white, and binder—hazy white). In the section of the EC50/OS50 mortar
(Figure 10e), it is possible to morphologically identify a spherical pore (yellow circle) in
contrast to the darker domains composed of more angular expanded cork fragments, along
with elongated oyster shell particles. In the section of EC20/OS80 mortar (Figure 10f), the
amount of expanded cork is clearly smaller, and it is difficult to distinguish the interparticle
pores due to their reduced size and the extreme porosity of expanded cork (subtle detection
of some cellular filling). The results allow for the evaluation of the volumetric quantity and
spatial distribution of the components. However, due to the lightweight and cellular nature
of expanded cork, it was not possible to determine the interparticle porosity, as happens
with other thermal/lightweight mortars [47].
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The observations found in the images are consistent with the various results obtained
in the tests.
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4. Conclusions

This study aimed to analyse the potential of using oyster shells as a bio-based insula-
tion material in thermal renders. Tests were carried out on fresh and hardened states after
28 and 240 days of composites produced in the laboratory.

Previous studies have already explored the potential of expanded cork as a thermal
aggregate in composites. The conclusions tend towards behaviours such as: lower density,
lower compressive strength, and lower thermal conductivity. Therefore, this study was
important in that it combined and tested bivalve shells with insulating aggregates to
produce thermal render.

The mortars studied did not show large variations in the amounts of water, and conse-
quently in the slump flow value. However, workability appears to be altered, especially
when larger amounts of expanded cork are incorporated. This phenomenon could be
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confirmed later by stereomicroscopy images in the hardened state. Through visual analysis
of the images, it was possible to notice points where the expanded cork did not appear to
be well adhered to the hydraulic lime paste.

In terms of thermal conductivity, all mortars fall within the normative classifications.
The standard classes for water absorption were not met in any mortar produced. The
compressive strength of the EC60/OS40 and EC50/OS50 composites meets the normative
classes, while the compressive strengths of the other composites produced presented results
that cannot be considered in thermal renders.

Density and ultrasound pulse velocity appeared to be the properties that changed
most (increase in values) over time. The other properties studied did not demonstrate
major changes in behaviour at the ages tested (28 and 240 days).

Visual analysis, together with the results found in each property analysed in this
work, give clues to the behaviour of hydraulic lime mortars produced with expanded cork
replaced in different percentages by oyster shells up to 240 days of age. However, there is
still a lack of knowledge about the durability of thermal renders with expanded cork due to
the large void content of these composites, and consequently the loss of strength after years
of use, which may become a barrier to their implementation. The authors also highlight
the development of future studies, in particular, with information about the economics of
replacing the expanded cork with an addition in the form of shells and carrying out mortar
adhesion tests on walls.

The experimental development and results obtained contribute to the knowledge of
thermal renders. This study found that the use of oyster shells as a bio-based insulation
material in thermal mortars showed a good balance between thermal conductivity and
mechanical strength, especially when equal percentages of incorporation are considered
(50% EC and 50% OS). This provides motivation to further investigate the use of this
aquaculture waste.
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